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Overview
 Stated Goal of Authors:
To examine the extent to which state tax cuts affect borrowing
costs and credit ratings of state and local governments, using
the Kansas example.
To the author’s knowledge, this study is among the first efforts
to examine, directly, the impact of state tax cuts on state and
local debt markets.
 Authors looked at borrowing costs for states and locals and also
analyzed credit ratings for local governments.
 Findings:
Mixed impacts on state government borrowing costs
Adverse impact on local government issuers
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Overview

 Authors controlled for several variables that are known to affect
borrowing costs:
Bond size
Bond maturity
Tax exemption
Method of sale (competitive or negotiated)
Callability
Bond Buyer General Obligation Bond Index
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Overview

 Challenges in Analysis:

State sample size is relatively small
Legal and institutional constraints on debt issuance and
borrowing practices vary considerably by state
Results can be skewed by tax changes occurring at different
times in different states

Federal action or other events can overwhelm other factors
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Questions Sparked by the Research

1. How are tax cuts considered in the evaluation of
municipal credit quality?

Are they a clear credit negative from an analyst’s
perspective?

From Fitch’s perspective, the significance of tax cuts as a
credit factor depends on the context, and cuts are often a
policy rather than a fundamental credit quality question.
The key focus is on sustainability.
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Overview of Fitch’s Issuer Default Rating Framework
Sector Risk Profile
AAA

AA

A

BBB

BB

Expected Rating Range Given Overall U.S. Tax-Supported Sector Profile

Economic Base
An analysis of the fundamentals and drivers of an issuer's economic base serves as the foundation for all key rating factor assessments
Revenue framework
Expectations for growth prospects
for revenues

Expenditure framework

long-term liability burden

Expectations for pace of spending
growth

Expectations for affordability
of liabilities

Operating performance
Expectations for ability of revenues
to support spending needs
throughout economic cycles and
over time

In addition, in outlier cases where the nature of the economic base makes the issuer susceptible to an unpredictable change in profile (e.g. industry
concentration, remote location), the economy can be an additional negative factor.

Key Rating Factor Assessments
Revenue Framework

aaa

aa

a

bbb

bb

Expenditure Framework

aaa

aa

a

bbb

bb

Long-Term Liability Burden

aaa

aa

a

bbb

bb

Operating Performance

aaa

aa

a

bbb

bb

Scenario Analysis
Informs operating performance assessment and communicates where the rating would be expected to remain stable throughout the economic cycle.

Final Issuer Default Rating (IDR) Outcome
The ultimate rating outcome is the result of consideration of issuer-specific qualitative and quantitative factors. There is no standard weighting of
factors.

Source: Fitch
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Overview of Fitch’s Issuer Default Rating Framework

 Fitch’s focus is on forward-looking expectations rather than point-in-time
assessments.
 Fitch expects a government’s performance to vary, potentially considerably,
throughout an economic cycle.
 Fitch’s overarching philosophy is that ratings should not change due to normal
cyclical variations, so it is only an economic cycle of unusual depth or duration
that would be expected to result in a higher level of rating transition.
 To support this rating approach, Fitch’s scenario analysis considers issuer-specific
fundamentals and potential performance under a standard economic stress,
highlighting how cycles affect individual issuers differently.
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Overview of Fitch’s Issuer Default Rating Framework
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Questions Sparked by the Research
2. If tax cuts are enacted with the expectation that they
will spur economic growth, how long does the market
give the government to let this materialize?

From Fitch’s perspective, U.S. municipal market analysts
do not give much credit to hoped-for economic stimulus
from tax cuts.

The research on the economic benefits of tax cuts is
inconclusive, while the immediate fiscal impact is much
more clear and tends to be the focus.
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Questions Sparked by the Research

3. How does action on the state level affect local
governments in ways that show up in borrowing costs
and credit ratings?
Does the impact vary by type of local government
based on the nature of the fiscal relationship with the
state, if any?
Is the impact reflective of reality or perception?
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Questions Sparked by the Research

4. Beyond fundamental credit considerations, what are
some of the other things that affect bond pricing?
−Overall market factors
− General municipal supply/demand
− Demand for tax-exempt paper of an individual state
(affected by state wealth and tax rates and supply)
− Headline risk

− Changes in methodologies/criteria
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Questions Sparked by the Research

5. What is the best comparison group of states for the
Kansas analysis?
Authors select four neighboring states (Oklahoma,

Colorado, Missouri, and Nebraska) because they
are “geographically proximate, politically
comparable, and compete for economic activity
against each other.”
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Questions Sparked by the Research

6. What is the appropriate local role in state policymaking?
Authors raise the question of whether local
government policymakers should have a more
prominent voice in state tax policymaking.

This is a time of interesting questions on fiscal
federalism, and this research adds another
element to the discussion.
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Possible Areas for Future Research
 Try to incorporate the varying fiscal context for tax cuts – policy decision
vs. causing near-term fiscal disruption
 Do a comparative analysis with other states that did significant tax cuts to
consider whether there is a line at which the magnitude of the cuts
becomes significant to debt market outcomes

 Explore what impact, if any, the reversal of the tax cuts in Kansas has had
 Dig deeper into the experience of different types of local governments in
Kansas to see if results vary by type of government
 Look at how local finances were affected by the Kansas state tax cuts to
determine if debt market outcomes reflected a real or perceived impact
 Analyze the debt market reaction to tax cuts in states that manage tax
rates up and down throughout the economic cycle

 Examine whether the types of taxes being cut affects the debt market
outcomes
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Possible Areas for Future Research

 Potential sources of additional information to support research:
− National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL)
− National Association of State Budget Officers (NASBO)
− Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (MSRB) EMMA website
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Fitch Ratings’ credit ratings rely on factual information received from issuers and other sources.
Fitch Ratings cannot ensure that all such information will be accurate and complete. Further, ratings are inherently forwardlooking, embody assumptions and predictions that by their nature cannot be verified as facts, and can be affected by future
events or conditions that were not anticipated at the time a rating was issued or affirmed.
The information in this presentation is provided “as is” without any representation or warranty. A Fitch Ratings credit rating is
an opinion as to the creditworthiness of a security and does not address the risk of loss due to risks other than credit risk,
unless such risk is specifically mentioned. A Fitch Ratings report is not a substitute for information provided to investors by the
issuer and its agents in connection with a sale of securities.
Ratings may be changed or withdrawn at any time for any reason in the sole discretion of Fitch Ratings. The agency does not
provide investment advice of any sort. Ratings are not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any security.
ALL FITCH CREDIT RATINGS ARE SUBJECT TO CERTAIN LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS. PLEASE READ THESE
LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS AND THE TERMS OF USE OF SUCH RATINGS AT WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM.
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